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UNCLE MILTON BREEDS MORE CREEPY AND CRAWLY FUN
WITH NEW RADIO-CONTROLLED CREATURE FOR 2009

WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CA—(February 15, 2009)— Uncle Milton Industries is pleased to
introduce R/C Scorpion™, the latest addition to its popular line of radio-controlled creatures for
the 2009 American International Toy Fair (Booth #2249). Building on the success of R/C
Tarantula™, and 2008’s Indiana Jones R/C Giant Ant™, the realistic-looking R/C Scorpion has
multi-direction controls and authentic styling for terrifying realistic fun!

“Our line of radio-controlled toys continues to be popular with both children and adults,” says 
Frank Adler, executive vice president of Uncle Milton. “R/C Scorpion is a great addition to that
heritage and we are looking forward to more scares and shocksin 2009.”

R/C Scorpion™
Building on its successful line of radio-controlled creepy-crawlies, Uncle Milton introduces the
R/C Scorpion as the latest member of its uncannily realistic R/C series. Use the multi-direction
remote to control this authentic scorpion with realistic movements. Really make your friends and
family squirm in their seats! Ages 6 and up. SRP: $29.99

About Uncle Milton
Uncle Milton Industries, based in Westlake Village, CA, began in 1946 as a novelty business
geared toward the nation’s rising baby boomer generation. Since the introduction of Ant Farm,
Uncle Milton has become a leading manufacturer of science and nature exploration products.
Uncle Milton offers a full line of products including habitats, aquariums, home planetariums, 3-D
projectors, R/C animals and other exciting science and nature toys.

Uncle Milton’s fascinating and educational toys are available at fine specialty toy, hobby, gift, 
education, mass merchant and department stores nationwide, and through several online
retailers. For more information, visit the company’s website at www.unclemilton.com or call 800-
869-7555.
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